JR South Ticket Gate (West Exit) →

① Please enter from the
JR South ticket gate.

④ With "Shibuya Fukuras"
on your left, proceed
along Shibuya Chuogai.

② When you exit the ticket
gate, please proceed to
your left.

Hotel

③ Cross the pedestrian
crossing where the bus
rotary is located.

⑤ Please proceed to the

⑥ When you reach the
left at "PRONTO IL BAR"
main street (National
on the 1st floor of Shibuya
Highway 246), proceed to
Fukuras.
the right.

⑦ Please continue along the ⑧ Take the elevator to the ⑨ You can enter from the
road. (It's a little uphill)
2nd floor and cross the
2nd floor. Please use the
three-dimensional
elevator in the hotel to
pedestrian bridge directly reach the front desk and
connected to the our hotel. each facility.

Tokyo Metro Hanzomon Line / Tokyu
Denentoshi Line → Hotel

① Please enter from the
② Please proceed toward
Miyamasuzaka Central
the Ginza line.
Ticket Gate on the Tokyo
Metro Hanzomon Line and
Tokyu Denentoshi Line.

④ Please take the 32nd
elevator in front of the
escalator to the ground
floor to the 1st floor..

③ Please keep going straight
with “Shibuya Scramble
Square” on your right.

⑤ When you get off the
⑥ Please go under Shibuya
elevator No. 32 and go to
Station and follow the road
the left, you will find “Seven- for a while.
* It is complicated because
Eleven”. Please go straight
it is under construction.
with Seven-Eleven on your left.

⑦ Cross the pedestrian
⑧ With the red sign
crossing in the direction of
"喜楽料理館" on your
“FamilyMart”.
left, continue along the
main street (National
Highway 246).

⑨ The high-rise tower on
your left is our hotel.
Please go up the slope as
it is and enter from the
parking lot entrance where
the guards stand.

Tokyo Metro Fukutoshin Line / Tokyu Toyoko Line
(Shibuya Hikarie Ticket Gate / Exit C2) → Hotel

① Please enter from the
② Please keep going straight ③ Please take the 32nd
”Shibuya Hikarie” ticket
elevator in front of the
with “Shibuya Scramble
gate. (Hikarie 1 ticket gate /
escalator to the ground
Square” on your right.
Hikarie 2 ticket gate can
floor to the 1st floor..
be used.)

④ When you get off the
⑤ Please go under Shibuya ⑥ Cross the pedestrian
Station and follow the road crossing in the direction of
elevator No. 32 and go to
“FamilyMart”.
the left, you will find “Seven- for a while.
Eleven”. Please go straight * It is complicated because it
is under construction.
with Seven-Eleven on your left.

⑦ With the red sign
"喜楽料理館" on your
left, continue along the
main street (National
Highway 246).

⑧ The high-rise tower on
your left is our hotel.
Please go up the slope as
it is and enter from the
parking lot entrance where
the guards stand.

Tokyo Metro Ginza Line (Scramble Square”
direction ticket gate) → Hotel

① Please enter from the ticket ② After exiting the ticket gate, ③ With “Shibuya Scramble Square”
in front of you, proceed toward
proceed toward “Shibuya
gate in the direction of
Scramble Square” on your left. Elevator No. 23 on your left.
“Scramble Square”.

④ Take the 23rd elevator to
the 2nd floor.

⑦ Take the Shibuya Stream
No. 32 elevator to the 1st
floor.

⑤ After getting off the 23rd
elevator, proceed toward
“Shibuya Stream”.

⑥ You can see the “Shibuya
Stream”.

⑧ When you get off the elevator ⑨ Plase go under Shibuya
and go to the left, you will find
Station and follow the road
Seven-Eleven. Go straight on your left.
for while.

⑩ Cross the pedestrian
⑪ With the red sign
crossing in the direction of "喜楽料理館" on your left,
continue along the main street
“FamilyMart”.
(National Highway 246).

⑫ The high-rise tower on your
left is our hotel. Please go up
the slope as it is and enter from
the parking lot entrance where
the guards stand.

Keio Inokashira Line (West Exit Ticket Gate) → Hotel

① Please enter from the central ② Exit the ticket gate and aim for ③ Take the 5th elevator next to
the "commuter pass counter"
exit ticket gate of the Keio
the "commuter pass counter"
on the left side, and proceed
Inokashira Line.
to the 1st floor.
as it is.

④ Please get off the elevator
No. 5 and proceed to the
front on your left.

⑤ When you reach the road,
do not cross and proceed to
your right. (Go to the pachinko
parlor "楽園" on your right)

⑥ Please proceed to the right
before "Shibuya Fukurasu".
(Please proceed to Shibuya
Chuogai)

⑦ Please proceed to the left at ⑧ When you reach the main ⑨ Please continue along the
"PRONTO IL BAR" on the
street (National Highway 246), road. (It's a little uphill)
1st floor of “Shibuya Fukuras”. please proceed to the right.

⑩ Take the elevator to the 2nd floor ⑪ You can enter from the 2nd floor.
and cross the three-dimensional
Please use the elevator in the hotel
pedestrian bridge directly connected to reach the front desk and each facility.
to the Cerulean Tower.

